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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
SEMISPAN AIRPLANE MODEL WITH A SWEPTBACK WING AND 
TAIL FROM TESTS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS BY THE 
NACA WING-FLOW MEI'HOD 
By Richard H. Sawyer and Lindsay J. Lina 
SUMMARY 
An investigation was made by the NACA wing-flow method to determine 
the longitudinal stability and control characteristics at transonic speeds 
of a semispan airplane model having a 450 sweptback wing and tail. The 
airfoil sections parallel to the axis of symmetry were NACA 65-series 
with thicknesses of 10 and 8 percent of the chord, respectively, for the 
wing and tail. The model was mounted to pivot freely about the center 
of gravity at 27 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. Measurements 
were made of lift and angle of attack for trim for several stabilizer 
and elevator settings. Additional tests were made to investigate the 
effects of transition wires mounted on the wing and tail of the model, 
the effect of increasing the boundary-layer thickness on the test surface, 
and the effectiveness of a wing flap having a sweepback of 450 • 
Because of the chordwise variation of Mach number in the test region, 
the effective Mach number for the wing of the model was lower than that 
for the tail of the model. The effective Mach numbers at the wing of the 
model ranged from 0.50 to 1.07. The interpretation of the results in 
terms of full-scale flight conditions is subject to some uncertainty 
because of the difference in the Mach number of the flow at the wing 
and at the tail and of the low Reynolds number of the tests. 
The results of the tests are compared with the results of previous 
tests of a model with an unswept wing and tail and with a model with an 
unswept wing and sweptback tail. Reynolds number eff ects on the trim 
characteristics of the model were generally greater than those noted in 
the previous tests. A smoother and more gradual variation of the lift 
coefficient and angle of attack for trim with Mach number up to a Mach 
number of about 0.9 was obtained than with the configurations previously 
tested. At higher Mach numbers, a sudden decrease in the lift coeffi-
cient and angle of attack for trim occurred at about the same Mach 
number (0.95 to 0.98) and was of about the same magnitude as the trim 
changes encountered with the unswept wing and sweptbacktail configuraticn. 
The variation of lift coeffici ent for trim wi th stabilizer setting indi-
cated that the model had st ick-f i xed stability for stabilizer settings 
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of 0. , 0 to 2.80 , but was unstable for a stabilizer setting of -0.20 over 
most of the Mach number range. No such instability wa s noted in the 
previous tests over the range of stabilizer deflection tested (_20 to 40 ). 
As i n the tests of the unswept wing and sweptback tail configuration, the 
elevator was ineffective at low deflections (10 to -30 ) over the entire 
Mach number range probably as a result of the low Reynolds number of the 
tests. The change in trim obtained by deflecting the elevator from 
-30 to -50 was large at low speeds but decreased steadily with increase 
i n Mach number to 1.0. A sweptback flap on the lower surface of the wing 
(similar to a dive-recovery flap) was found to be ineff ective in changing 
t he tdm of t he model at Mach numbers up to about 0.95 . At a Mach number 
of about 1.0, a small adverse effect was noted. 
INTRODUCTION 
Modern military and experimental aircraft are being desi gned t o fly 
at speeds closely approach i ng and passi ng t hrough the speed of sound. 
Serious stability and control problems are anticipa t ed for thi s flight 
region because of compress i b i l ity effect s on the aerodynamic character-
i st ic s of a i rfoils and control surfac es. In order to provide some i nfor-
mation on these problems, t es t s have been made i n the transonic-speed 
range by t he NACA wing-flow me thod to i nvest i gate t he l ongitudinal 
stability and cont rol characteristic s of a semispan a i r plane model. In 
t he f i rst of these tests (referonce 1), the model was equipped with a low--
drag unswept wing and tai l configuration. The results of the se tests 
indicated t hat large and abrupt changes i n trim occurred at Mach numbers 
from 0.90 to 0. 95 , probably as a result of compress i bility effects on the 
t a i l. Inasmuch as t ests of sweptback airfoi ls have shown a delay i n the 
onset and magnitude of compressibility eff ects , the unswept tail was 
replaGed with a 450 sweptback tai l f or the se cond of these t ests 
(reference 2 ). This change re sulted in increa sing t he Mach number at 
wh ich t he major changes i n trim firs t oc curred by about 0.05 and i n 
decreas i ng the magnitude of the t rim changes. In an effort to i mprove 
further t he longitudi nal s tab i l ity and cont r ol characteri stics of the 
model, the unswept wi ng was replaced for the present t est s wi t h a 
swept back wi ng of t he same airfo i l secti on in a pl ane normal to t he 
wing span , wi t h the same span and aspect rat I o, but with no taper and 
wtth a sweepba.ck of 450 • The res ult s of t he test s with thi s conf igurati on 
( sweptback wing and t a i l) are presented here i n. Measurements were made 
of l ift and angle of atta ck for trim for several stabilizer and elevat or' 
se t t i ngs. Some data were obtained with trans i tion wires on t he wing of 
the model and on the wi ng and tail of the model. The effect on the: mode l 
tests of the ~hick ness of the boun~ary layer on t he test region of t he 
? - 51D aJrplnne ,,r i ng was i nvestigated . A brief inves t} gat ion was also 
made to determ~ne t he effectiveness of a wtng flap whi ch was simi lar to 
a d ive-re covery f l ap on ~1 un swept wi ng. 
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SYMBOLS 
angle of attack of fuselage for trim 
incidence of stabilizer 
deflection of elevator in plane normal to tail span 
chordwise distance along wing surface of P-51D airplane 
local Mach number at distance x along wing surface of 
P-51D airplane 
effective Mach number at wing (average at semispan) 
effective Mach number at tail (average at semispan) 
free-stream Mach number 
effective dynamic pressure at wing (average at semispan) 
wing area (semispan), 6 square inches 
lift for trim 
lift coefficient for trim (Ltri, 
'( qwS 
lift coeffic i ent of P-51D airplane 
Reynolds number of wing based on mean aerodynamic chord 
of wing, 1.5 inches 
Reynolds number of tail based on the mean aerodynami c 
chord of tail, 0.94 inch 
APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE 
The tests were made, as described in reference 1, by the NACA 
wing-flow method i n which the model is mounted in the hi gh-speed flow 
over the wi ng of a P-51D a i rplane. 
3 
Model.- The semispan model equipped with a sweptback wi ng and a 
swept back horizontal tail is shown in figures 1 to 3. Except for the 
wing, the model was the same as that used for the tests of reference 2. 
The wi ngs i n bot h cases were~de of steel and had the same area, aspe ct 
rat io, and a i rfoi l section ( ACA 65(112)-11~ in a plane normal to the 
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wing span. The arrangement of the unswept wing of references 1 and 2 i s 
shown in figure 3 for comparison with the present wing. Also shown in 
figure 3 is the unswept horizontal tail of reference 1 for comparison 
with the present tail. The unswept and sweptback tails were also made 
of steel and had the same area, aspect ratio, and airfoil section 
~ACA b5(112)-11~ in a plane normal to the tail s pan. The elevator 
chorda, however, were 20 and 30 percent of the unsvept and sweptback 
tails, respectively. The geometric characteristics of the model with 
the sweptback wing and tail are given in table I. Dimensions of a 
corresponding full-scale airplane with a scale 50:1 relative to the 
model are also shown in table I in order that the proportions of the 
airplane may be more easily visualized. The horizontal tail was 
arranged to permit adjustment of the stabilizer angle and was grooved 
at 70 percent chord so tnat it could be bent sharply to simulate 
deflect ion of the elevator. The tail and elevator chords and the 
stabilizer and elevator deflections are considered in planes normal 
to the span of the tail. Other details of the model and testing 
technique are described in references 1 and 2. 
Tests.- The model was mounted in such a way as to permit it to 
assume a position of zero pitching moment about the center of gravity 
at 27 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. Measurements of lift 
and angle of attack at trim were made with elevator neutral and 
stabilizer settings of -0.20 , 0.70, 1.8°, 2.30, and 2.8°, and with a 
stabilizer setting of 2.3° and elevator deflections of 2°, _2°, -3.9~ 
and -5.1°. 
Additional measurements of lift and angle of attack at trim for a 
stabilizer setting of ~.8° with elevator neutral were made with tran-
sition wires 0.0025 inch in diameter mounted at 5 percent of the chord 
on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing of the model. With the 
transition wires on the wing and with transition wires 0.0015 inch in 
diameter on both surfaces of the tail at 5 percent of the chord, tests 
were made with the stabilizer set at 2.8° and with elevator deflections 
of 0°, -1.9°, and -4.050 . 
The thickness of the boundary layer in the test region was increased 
by taping a transition thread of 0.036-inch diameter at 5 percent chord 
on the wing of the P-51D airplane forward of the test region. Lift and 
angle of attack at trim for a stabilizer sett ing of 2.8° and elevator 
neutral were thus obtained with the displacement thickness of the boundary 
layer increased 50 percent. The boundary-layer thickness was measured 
by a rack of total-pressure tubes. 
A dive-recovery type of wing flap deflected 30° was simulated by a 
wooden wedge glued to the lower surface of the wing as indicated in 
figures l(b) and 4. Tests with this arrangement were made with a stabi-
lizer setting of 2.8° and elevator neutral. 
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In order to cover a range of Reynolds number independently of Mach 
number, the tests were made in three runs consisting of two dives, one at 
high and one at medium altitude, and in a level-flight run at low alti-
tude. The average relation of Reynolds number at the wing R and at 
w 
the tail Rt with Mach number at the wing ~ i s shown f or the three 
altitude conditions in figure 5. The Reynolds number corresponding to 
a given Mach number in. a given nominal altitude range varied somewhat 
between different tests but the variat ions did not exceed 5 percent. The 
variation of the Mach number at the tail ~ with Mach number at the 
wing ~ is shown in figure 6. The Mach number was higher at the tail 
than at the wing because of the chordwise variat ion in the test region. 
Typical chordwis8 distributions of Mach number over the test region are 
shown in figure 7 for several flight Mach numbers Mo and P-51D airplane 
lift coefficients ~. A small gradient of Mach number normal to the 
a 
P-5lD wing surface of approximately three-fourths of 1 percent per inch 
(decreas i ng Mach number with distance above the wing surface) also 
existed and was taken into account in determining the effective Mach 
numbers at the wing and tail of the model. 
Accuracy.- The probable error in the measurements from a considera-
tion of the sensitivity of the measuring instruments is estimated to be 
within the following limits: 
PRESENrATION OF RESULTS 
:!-.o.02 
±o.l 
±o.005 
The results of the investigation are given in figures 6 to 18. The 
variation of lift coefficient and of angle of attack for trim with Mach 
number is presented in figures 8 to 11 for the following test conditions 
of the model: 
Figure 8: 
Figure 9: 
Figure 10: 
Figure 11: 
Elevator neutral with several stabilizer settings. 
stabjlizer set at 2. 30 with severnl elevator deflections. 
Transition wj res on wing and transit ion wires on wing and 
tail of model. Stabilizer set at 2.80 with elevator 
neutral . 
Transition wires on wi ng and tail of model. Stabilizer set 
at 2.80 with two elevator deflections. 
I 
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Figure 12 shows the variation of lift coefficient for trim with Mach 
number with the stabilizer of the model set at 2.80 and elevator neutral 
for the original test condition and with boundary-layer thickness increased 
on the wing of the P-51D airplane. 
The data shown in figures 8 to 11 are also given in figures 13 to 18 in 
the following form: 
Figure 13: 
Figure 14: 
Figure 15: 
Figure 16: 
Figure 17: 
Figure 18: 
Variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack at 
several Mach numbers. 
Variation of lift-curve slope and the angle of attack for 
zero lift with Mach number. 
Variation of lift coefficient for trim with stabilizer 
deflection at several Mach numbers. Results of 
previously tested configurations of model shown for 
comparison. 
Variat i on of lift coefficient for trim with elevator 
deflection at several Mach numbers. 
Variation of lift cgefficient for trim with elevator 
deflection at several Mach numbers with transition 
wires on wing and tail of model. 
Variation of lift coefficient for trim with elevator 
deflection at several Mach numbers, with and without 
transition Wires, compared with results for previously 
tested configurations of the model. 
The variation of lift coefficient and angle of attack for trim with 
Mach number for the model with and without the wing flap is shown in 
figure 19. From the data of figures 15, 16, and 17, the stabilizer deflec-
tions (elevator neutral) and the elevator deflections (stabilizer f i xed) 
required for trim throughout the Mach number range have been determined 
for an airplane of the same configuration as the model and are shown in 
figure 20. Elevator trim curves are given for configurations with and. 
without transition wires. The wing loading was taken as 50 and the 
altitude as 30,000 feet. The corresponding variation of lift coeffi-
cient C with Mach number is also shown in figure 20. For comparison , 
the resu!ts obtained in reference 1 for the model with unswept wing and 
tail and in reference 2 for the model with unswept wing and sweptback 
tail are included in figure 20. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
\ Effects of test conditions on results.- Substantial differences in the lift coefficient and the angle of attack at which the model trimmed 
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(f i gs. 8 and 9) were obtained f r om the tests a.t different altitudes 
apparent l y as a result of the variation of Reynolds number (f ig. 5). 
Thi s eff e ct occ urred, in general, at all )I.1ach number s (0. 5 to 1.02) for 
which data at different altitudes were obtai ned except for some small 
range s at high Mach numbers. Previous t ests of the model with unswept 
wing and t a il (reference 1) and wi t h unswe~t wi ng and sweptback t a i l 
(reference 2) also indicated Reynolds number eff ects on the trim charac-
terist i cs of the model but these eff ects were generally smaller t han 
t hose for t he present test s. Wi t h t~ansit i on wires f i xed to t he wing 
of the model, the variat ion of the trim condi tion wi th Reynolds number 
was practically eliminated at all Mach numbers (compare fig. 10(a) with 
fi g . 8 ( c». Although the addi ~ ion of trans i tion wires to the wing 
apparent ly eliminated the differences in flow characteristics at the 
different altitudes, the result i ng flow probably does not represent 
full-scale conditions. 
As i n the tests of reference 2, the elevator of the sweptback tail 
was i neffective at small deflections (10 to -30 ) even at the lowest Mach 
numbers of the tests (figs. 9 and 16). This ineffectiveness was apparently 
a result of the low Reynolds number because the elevator had substantial 
effectiveness under t he same condi tions when transition wires were moun t ed 
on the tai l of t he model (figs. lOeb), 11, and 17). 
In v i ew of the foregoing results, only the data for the highest 
Reynolds numbers obtained at a given )I.1ach number (using only the low-
altitude level-flight run and the medium-altitude dive) are considered 
in the following discussion and in the fairing of the data except in the 
vari at i on of 11ft coefftc i ent with angle of attack whi ch showed no con-
sistent effects of Reynolds number. 
No appre ciable d i fferences in the characterist i cs of the model 
resulted from the 50-percent increase in the thickness of the boundary 
layer over the test regi on effected by the transition strip on the wing 
of the P-51D a j rplane (f i g. 12). This result indicates that the normal 
variations in b oundary-layer thickness over the test region did not 
cont r i but e appreciably to the aforementioned di fferences in the model 
dat a f rom t he t est s at the different altitudes. 
Because of t he chordwise variation of Mach number in the test region 
(fi g. 7 ), the Mach number of the flow at the tail may be greater t han the 
values quoted ~n the following di scussion by the amount shown i n 
figlll'e 6. No appreciable diff erence in the Mach number between t he root 
and tip of the wi ng due to the sweep of the wing ex1sted, however, 
because t he spanwi se vari ation of Mach number almost fu lly compensated 
for t he smal l chordwi se variati on. It should be noted that t he d:i.f f erence 
in Mach number at t he wi ng and tail is of an order of mngni t ude compar able 
to the jI'rl.ch number r ange wi t hin which abrupt reversals in trim charac-
terjsti.( in some instance s have been found to occur. Therefore , it i s 
p08s i ble that t he diff erence j n l\~uch number at t he wi ng and tai l mi ght 
result in d~storting the true trim changes t hat would occur i f t he model 
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were tested in a uniform flow field. I f the effects of the nonunjform 
flow field are actually small, then the changes in the trim character-
istics of the model attributed to the effects of compressibil jty on the 
tail would probably occur in free air at somewhat higher Mach numbers 
than the values quoted. 
Trim with fixed controls.- The lift coefficient and angle of attack 
for trim with various stabili zer and elevator setti ngs (figs . 8 and 9 ) 
showed a smoother and more gradual variation with Mach number up to a 
Mach number of about 0.9 than either the model with unswept wing and 
tail (reference 1) or the model with unswept wing and sweptbacy. tail 
(reference 2). Between Mach numbers of about 0. 95 to 0.98, a sudden 
decrease in the lift coefficient and angle of attack for trim occurred . 
This sudden change occurred at about the same Mach number and was of 
about the same magnitude as the trim changes encountered with the 
unswept wing and sweptback tail of reference 2. Comparison with the 
unswept wing and tail confjguration of reference 1 showed that the trim 
changes for the sweptback tail configurations (present tests and t ests 
of reference 2 ) were considerably smaller and occurred on the average at 
0.05 higher Mach number. 
Lift results.- The slope of the IHt curve and the angle of zero 
11ft (fig. 14) showed smaller and more gradual variations with Mach 
number than the results obtained for the unswept wing of references 1 
and 2. 
stabilizer effectiveness .- The variation of lift coefficient for 
trim with stabilizer setting (fig. 15) indicated that the model had 
stick-fixed stability for stabilizer settings of 0 . 7° to 2 .8°. With a 
stabilizer setting of -0.20 , the model trimmed at an angle of attack 
greater t han 11.60 (ljmit of measurements) when t he Mach number was 
increased up to about 0.94 (fig. 8) in the high-altitude dive. The 
model then trimmed down and was stable for Mach numbers increasing from 
about 0.94 to 1.01 and f or Mach numbers decreasing from 1.07 to 0.85 . 
In the medium and low-altitude runs up to the highest test Mach 
numbers, 1.02 and 0. 94 , respectively, the angle of attack for trim 
for a stabilizer setting of -0.20 exceeded 11.60 • In cases where the 
angle of attack for trim was greater than the l imit of measurements, 
large and violent pitching oscillations were noted at some Mach numbers. 
The results for the high-altitude dive indicated that the pitching-
moment variation wi th Ij ft coeff i cient was nonlinear and that t ·he model 
was unstable for some range of higher lift coeffjc i ents. Such pitching-
moment curves are characteristic of wings with too high an aspect ratio 
for the amount of sweepback or too large a sweepback for the aspect 
ratio (referenc:e 3). rrhe unswept-wing conf :i.gurations of references 1 
and 2 did not i ndi cate such an instability for the range of stabili zer 
settings investigated (-20 to 40 ). 
Elevator effectiveness .- As mentioned previously, the elevator was 
ineffective in changing the l:ift over the entire range of Mach numbers 
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tested for deflections of 10 to -30 (figs. 9 and 16). For larger 
deflections (-30 to -50) the elevator was very effective at low speeds 
but steadily decreased in effectiveness aE the Mach number WaS increased 
to 1.0. The ineffectiveness of the elevator at low deflections was 
apparently due to the low Reynolds number since it was eliminated by the 
addition of transition wires to the tail (figs. 10(b), 11, and 17). 
Effectiveness of dive-recovery type of wing flap.- The effect on 
the trim of the model due to the flap on the lower surface of the wing 
was not appreciable at Mach numbers lower than 0. 95 (fig. 19); a smell 
adverse ef~ect was noted near a Mach number of 1.0. Although flaps of 
similar proportions on unswept wings have been found effective for exe-
cuting emergency pull-outs from high-speed dives, a sweptback configura~lon 
such as that tested apparently would be useless in effecting a tr i m change. 
Trim of full-scale airplane.- The stabilizer deflection (elevator 
neutral) required to trim an airplane of a configuration simJlar to the 
model throughout the Mach number range investigated (fig. 20) indicated 
that the deflection range required to trim with stabilizer alone was 
slightly greater than the range required for the unswept wing and swept-
back tail configUration (reference 2) and considerably less than that 
required for the unswept wing and tail configuration (reference 1). The 
elevator deflection (stabilizer fixed) required to trim an airplane of a 
configuration similar to the model throughout the Mach number range 
investigated (fig. 20) indicated that the deflection range required to 
trim with ele~ator alone was slightly less than the range required for 
the unswept wing and sweptback tail configuration (reference 2 ) and 
considerably less than that required for the unswept wing and tail 
configuration (reference 1). The variations of stabilizer and elevator 
angles required for trjm with Mach number were stable up to a much 
higher Mach number for the confjguration of the present tests than for 
the unswept wi ng tests of references 1 and 2. It should be noted that 
these comparative results are subject to some uncertainty because of the 
difference in the Mach number at the wing and. tail of the model and the 
differences in Reynolds number effects noted between the present tests 
and the tests of references 1 and 2. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of NACA wing-flow tests of the longi tudinal stability 
and control characteristics in the transonic speed range of a semJspan 
a i rplane mo~el having a swep~back wing and tail are summari zed and 
compared1 with previous tests of the same model equipped first with an 
lIt should be noted that this comparison is subject to some uncer-
tai nt y because of differences in Reynolds number effects noted between the 
present and previous tests and because of the diff erence in Mach number of 
the flow at the wing and tail of the model. 
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unswept wi ng and tail and second wi th an unswept wi ng and sweptback tai l 
as follows: 
1. Reynolds number eff ects on t he trim character i s t i cs of t he model 
were, in general, greater t han t hose noted in t he previ ous tests. 
2. A smoother and more gradual var i at i on of the l i ft coefficient 
and angle of attack for trim wi t h Mach nurriller wi th fixed controls up to 
a Mach number of about 0.9 was obtai ned t han with the conf i gurat i ons 
previ ously tested, At higher Mach numbers a sudden decrease in the 11ft 
coefficient and angle of a t tack for tri m oc curred at about the same Mach 
number (0.95 to 0. 98 ) and was of about the same magnitude as the trim 
changes encountered with the unswept wi ng and sweptback tail configuration. 
3. The variation of l i ft coeffi cient for trim with stabilizer 
setting indicated t hat the model had stick-fixed stability for stabi l i zer 
setti ngs of 0.70 to 2.80 , but was unstable for a stabi l i zer set t i ng of 
-0.20 over most of t he Mach number range. No such i nst abi lity was indi-
cated in the previous tests over the range of stabi l i zer deflections 
tested (_20 to 40 ). 
4. As in the test s of the unswept wing and sweptback tail conf i gu-
ration, the elevator was ineff ective at low deflect i ons (10 to - 30 ) over 
the entire Mach number range, probably as a result of the low Reynolds 
number of the test s. The change in trim obtained by deflecting the 
elevator from - 30 to - 50 was large at low speeds but de creased steadi ly 
with increase in Mach number to 1.0. 
5. A sweptback flap on the lower surface of the wing (similar to 
a dive-recovery flap on an unswept wi ng) was found t o be ineffective in 
changing the trim of t he model a t Mach numbers up t o about 0. 95 . At a 
Mach number of about 1.0, a srr~ll adverse eff ect was noted. 
Langley Memorial Aeronaut i cal Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Fi eld, Va. 
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TABLE I 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL AND 
CORRESPONDING FULL-SCALE AIRPLANE 
Model Full-scale airplane 
Wing: 
Section (normal t o span) . 
Semispan • • . • . 
Chord • • . . • . 
Area (of semispan wing). 
Aspect ratio . 
Taper ratio .• 
Incidence. 
NACA 65(112)-110 
4.00 in . 
1. 50 i n. 
6 sq in. 
. 5.33 
. . 1:1 
• • •. . 2°30 ' 
Dihedral .. 
Sweepback •. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 0° 
· . . . . . .45° 
Hor i zontal tail: 
Section (normal t o span) 
Seroispan • • . . . 
Chord •.•...••. 
Area (of seroispan tail). 
Aspect ratio • • • • 
Taper ratio. • • • 
Chord of elevator ..•.. 
Sweepback . . . 
Fuselage length 
Maximum fuselage di ameter 
Fuselage fineness ratio . . 
NACA 65 (1l2)-D08 
· • . • 1. 66 i n. 
. • • .• • 0.94 in . 
• • 1. 56 sq in. 
· • • . 3 · 5 
1:1 
· • . . 0.28 i n. 
· . . • . 45° 
. 7. 97 in . 
.1.20 i n. 
• • • • • 6 . 64 
Tail len~th (c.g. to one-fourth 
M.A.C. of horizontal t a i l) •••.••.. 4 . 29 in . 
Locati on of center of gravity 27 percent M. A.C. 
CONFIDENI'IAL 
NACA 65 (112 )-110 
16 ft 8 i n. 
75 .0 i n. 
104 sq ft 
5·33 
1:1 
2°30' 
00 
45° 
NACA 65 (112)-008 
6 ft 11 in. 
47 in . 
27. 0 sq ft 
. 3·5 
1:1 
14.1 i n. 
45° 
33 ft 2 in . 
60 in. 
6.64 
17 ft l O i n. 
2'7 percent M.A.C. 
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(a) Side view. 
Figure 1. - Semispan airplane model. 
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(b) Bottom view showing sweptback wing flap. 
Figure 1.- Concluded. ~ CONFIDENTIAL 
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Figure 2. - Semispan airplane model mounted above wing of P-51D airplane. 
in foreground. ~
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Figure 3. - Details of semispan airplane model. All dimensions are 
in inches. 
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Figure 4. - Detail of semispan model showing location of sweptback wing flap. All dimensions 
are in inches. 
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Figure 5. - Variation of Reynolds number of wing Rw and Reynolds 
number of tail Rt with Mach number for tests at three ranges 
of altitud e. 
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Figure 6. - Relation of Mach number at tail Mt to Mach number 
at wing ~. 
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Figure 7. - Variation of local Mach number ~ with distance along 
P-51D wing surface for several airplane lift coefficients CL a 
and airplane Mach numbers Mo. Chordwise location of model 
also shown. 
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Figure 8. - Variation with Mach number of lift coefficient and angle 
of attack for trim for several stabilizer settings. 6e = 0
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Figure 8. - Continued. 
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Figure 9. - Variation with Mach number of lift coefficient and angle of attack for trim with 
various elevator deflections. it = 2.3°. 
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Figure 9. - Concluded . 
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(a) Transition wires on wing of model. (b) Transition wires on wing and tail 
of model. 
Figure 10. - Variation with Mach number of lift coefficient and angle of attack for trim with 
transition wires on wing of model and transi tion wires on wing and tail of model; 
it = 2.8°, ~ e ~ 00 • 
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Figure 11. - Variation with Mach number of lift coefficient and angle of attack for trim for two 
elevator deflections with transition wires on both model wing and tail; it = 2.8°, 
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Figure 12. - Variation with Mach number of lift coefficient for trim 
with original test condition and with boundary-layer thickness 
increased on wing of P-51D airplane. it = 2.80 , 5 = 0 0 . 
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Figure 13. - Variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack for various Mach numbers . 
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numbers. Transition wires on model wing and tail. it = 2.80. 
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Figure 18. - Variation of lift coefficient for trim with elevator deflection for various Mach 
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Figure 19. - Variation with Mach number of lift coefficient and angle 
of attac:.k for trim with and without dive-recovery flap; it ; 2.8°, 
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Figur e 20. - Var ia tion with Mac h numbe r of s tabili zer angle and 
elevator defl ection r equired for trim in level flight at a ltitude 
of 30 ,000 feet and wing loading of 50 . Lift coefficient for l evel .. \ 
fli ght also shown. Results for model with unswept wing and 
sweptback tail from r efer ence 2 and for m:)del with unswept 
wing and unswept tail fr om reference 1 shown for compari son. 
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